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Letter from the

EDITOR

When I first came to high school I didn’t plan to be the Editorin-Chief of the school magazine by my senior year. In fact, I didn’t
know that McDowell had a school newspaper.
I was creating my schedule with my dad and he knew I liked
to write fiction stories in my free time, so he convinced me to
take the Journalism 1 class. I went through the class dreading
writing opinion pieces and thought nothing more of writing in
the journalistic style until I got an email from an unfamiliar name.
The email was from the former Editor-in-Chief, Sammy
Mannion, asking if The Trojan Times Online could publish one
of the pieces I wrote in Journalism 1. I was so excited to see my
name in print above a story I wrote. After that, I was hooked. I
decided to join the McDowell Media Club.
This year I am working with students who are new to the staff
and I see a lot of myself in these students. I definitely see the
potential but there is also the same fear and lack of confidence
that I had when I was in their position.
This year I chose to step out of my comfort zone again and
try laying out some of the pages for The Voice. This was a big
step for me because in high school, students tend to like to stick
with what they have been doing or what they know that they are
good at.
Since I took a step out of my natural territory writing I
encourage all of you to do the same. McDowell Media is always
welcoming to members throughout the year. You can join by
coming down to room 2-009 during tutorial or after school.
Mondays or Thursdays until 4 p.m. for the club.
Joining members do not need previous experience, just
a passion for media. McDowell Media offers all sorts of
opportunities such as filming or anchoring the morning
announcements, podcasting, producing videos, photography,
writing, graphic design or even just editing others’ work.
It goes without saying that there are also many other clubs
and activities throughout
McDowell, so make this
year the year that you
participate in something.
You never know, it might
lead you to your passion.

Jenna Tupitza
Editor-in-Chief
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CPA Season Line up Full of Laughter and Tragedy

(Sira Frost/The Trojan Voice)

by Emma McNeeley

Freshman practices before his Elf The Musical
auditions.

McDowell’s Center for Performing Arts (CPA)
has an exciting year has an exciting season
planned that will include laughter, tragedy, and a
little suspence.
The winter musical is going to be a production
of “Elf The Musical.” The show is based off the
movie starring Will Farrell from 2003. It focuses
on Buddy, the elf who leaves the North Pole in
hopes of finding his dad in New York City. It will be
performed Dec. 12 through Dec. 15.
The dinner theater musical this year is the
show “Peeved,” written by former CPA director
and retired McDowell teacher Michael Malthaner

and his friend Charlie Corritore. The show is about the things in
life that drive people crazy, broken into little vignettes of these
annoyances, all put to music.
Aside from the exciting musicals, McDowell teacher Nicholas
Emmanuele will be directing the well-known “Tragedy of Romeo
and Juliet.” The show, written by William Shakespeare, is about
two lovers who come from feuding families, and combines
romance and tragedy into one.
As for the musical in the spring, Brent Johnson, director of the
CPA program, is in the process of choosing a different musical to
replace the original show selected. The original choice was the
show “Thoroughly Modern Millie,” which followed young Millie
starting her life in the city. But Millie discovers that her landlord
is capturing people and sending them away. Johnson chose to
change his choice because it does revolve around characters
who go through human trafficking, and the characters are
questionable.
“We are changing ‘Thoroughly Modern Millie’ due to some
concerns about a couple of characters in the show and how
they’re perceived in the current climate,” Johnson said.
The replacement has not yet been announced but Johnson
mentioned that there are two that are front runners, but they are
waiting to secure the licenses before announcing the choice.
Johnson said that no matter which they choose, “It is sure to be
super duper exciting.” He mentioned that one of the two shows is
“a brand new show directly off of Broadway, but I am negotiating
with the rights company so I can’t guarantee that show yet.”
Johnson said the spring show should be announced by Nov. 1.

Trojan Times Online Gets a Facelift
by Aaryah Belczyk

In September, McDowell Media subscribed to a new
system for its website because of the struggles with the last
one. “The new system, called School Newspapers Online
(SNO), makes it easier for the media team to keep McDowell
students updated on current events,” says Alex Hopkins, the
web editor for the Trojan Times Online (trojantimesonline.
com).
SNO gives affordable and professional WordPress
websites, managed hosting and mobile apps for schools
looking for that extra help with creating their own online
newspapers. The editors are populating the site with new
content this month about the walls added to the walkway
between McDowell Intermediate and McDowell Senior High
schools and the recent college fair.
Stories are added frequently, the morning announcements
automatically update daily. Hopkins has a schedule to add
more stories weekly.
The media team also hopes to find more people to join the
online staff who are specifically interested in working with the
website. “If you are experienced in HTML, we could really
use your help. Even if you are not, we are willing to teach
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you to keep our website looking great,” Hopkins says. Feel
free to come down to room 2-009 to discuss if you want to
join or learn.

The Trojan Times Online begins working with a new website
software this year called School Newspapers Online and recieved
a whole new look.

New iPhone Pushes
by Nyla Upal
Camera Functions to ‘Pro’ Levels
The three editions of the new iPhone 11 are
The price for the 11 starts at $699, however,
bringing phone camera quality to the MAX. The this is not the only version of the iPhone 11.
iPhone 11 is Apple’s newest iPhone featuring
The iPhone 11 Pro is the one most people have
a new camera to take better photos, and was already seen. This phone has three cameras. The
released to stores on Sept. 20. It is described on third camera is a telephoto lens, which allows for
the Apple website as being “just
increased zoom. The Pro has
a smaller 5.8 inch display and
the right amount of everything.”
This iPhone has a 6.1 inch
comes in more muted, metallic
colors of midnight green, silver,
display and comes in six vibrant
colors.
space gray and gold.
The feature that is getting the
The differentiating features
most buzz is its camera, which
of this model are that it has
is made up of two separate
faster face ID, even more water
cameras that are both 12
resistance (up to 4 meters for
megapixels.
30 minutes), 18 hours of video
One camera is for ultra wide
playback, and up to 512 GB
photos and the other for wide
of storage. This version starts
photos. The ultra wide camera is
at $999, but Apple didn’t stop
for zooming out even more and
there.
capturing the whole scene. In
Another version of the iPhone
addition, there are new camera
is the iPhone 11 Pro Max. It has
modes that will enable users to
a 6.5 inch display and comes
capture better low light photos,
in the same colors as the Pro.
automatically adjust photos to
It holds 20 hours videos, has
add highlights and shadows,
the “longest battery life in an
and allow users to crop, skew
iPhone,” and starts at $1,099.
and filter videos.
Maliha Shakoor, a freshman
Additionally, this new iPhone
at McDowell, is excited for
has an improved AirDrop
all the opportunities that this
feature, so users can now
new iPhone creates, however,
simply point their phones at
she said that this new phone
other phones so their phone will
is
“mainly
only
camera
The iPhone 11 Pro with a clear case
featuring three cameras for different improvements,” and does not focus
be prioritized.
The iPhone 11 comes with the effects including wide, ultra wide, and on many other aspects that people
telephoto lens.
new iOS 13 and an A13 Bionic chip
want improved.
that is advertised as “the fastest
She wants to see more
chip ever in a smartphone.”
improvements in the screens, because iPhones
On top of all that, this iPhone boasts many other are generally very fragile and known for breaking
new features including increased water resistance often.
for up to two meters for 30 minutes, tougher
There have also been many memes circulating
glass on both the back and front, dual AirPod social media about this phone, indicating that
connectivity, audio zoom, wireless charging, dual people are not fans of the new design. “The
sim, 17 hours of video playback, and up to 256 GB memes are just creating more publicity,” Shakoor
of storage.
says.
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Band Takes Audience
on a Trip Through
Competition Season
Story by Emma McNeeley
Photos by Isabelle Southard
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It’s Friday night at Gus Anderson Field and when
halftime comes around, the McDowell marching band
takes over the turf. The audience is entertained by the
swirling flags and well-timed movements, but to the band,
it’s only a dress rehearsal for the real event. They have
been competing every Saturday and spending their days
after school rehearsing with a big goal in their minds and
hearts─maintaining the band’s championship status.
Most Saturdays until Oct. 26, the McDowell Marching
Band will be competing against other bands in the
Lakeshore Marching Band Association (LMBA). Bands
compete in certain categories based on their size, the
categories being A, AA, AAA, and Open Class.
McDowell’s band consists of 96 members this year, so
it qualifies for Open Class. The band has high hopes to win
first place at Championships for its third year in a row. The
musicians and color guard rehearse after school, perform
at games on Fridays and spend their Saturday’s preparing
for their performances and competing at invitationals late
into the evenings.
Vincent Boni, a senior drum major, has been in band for
six years and is enjoying performing this year’s musical
selections that all center around a “Road Trip.”
“It’s all about a journey and it’s this journey across
America,” Boni said.
He explained that the songs correlate with the
state banners that the band “travels” to throughout its
performance.
“We start off with going to New York, so we open up
our show with the song ‘New York State of Mind’ by Billy
Joel,” Boni said.
The band’s show also features songs for the other states
they visit throughout the musical journey. These songs
include “Pennsylvania 65,000,” “Route 66,” “I Got a
Gal in Kalamazoo,” “My Old Kentucky Home,” “Rocky
Mountain High,” “California Dreamin,” and the finale
“This Land is Your Land.”
Ava Voelker, another senior drum major who conducts

the band, has been in the band for five years and explained
how little the audience gets to experience at the football
games.
“They get a five-minute snapshot of the hard work
we’ve been putting in,” she said. “We practice from 3:30
p.m. to 6:00 p.m., four days out of the school week, every
week.”
Boni said that on their actual “game days,” which
are Saturdays, the band members begin long before the
scheduled performance time.
“We usually try to rehearse at least three or four hours
beforehand until we eat and go. We also try to get there
early so we can prepare there while in uniform,” Boni
said.
Voelker further explained, “Everything we do, even
practicing in front of people for a parade, is a performance.”
When it comes to half-time performances at football
games, Voelker explained how some members may
think, “We’re getting ready for a competition so let’s find
something we can improve.” However, Voelker did clarify
that when it comes to half-time “it is still a performance
since it is in front of an audience, even if we aren’t being
scored.”
While the band judges their performance on the
audience response, on Saturdays LMBA judges score
the routine on music performance, visual performance,
general effect of the music and of the visuals, and on their
timing.
To show support to the band and their dedication, fans
can attend any football game to cheer during halftime, or
Trojans can attend any of their Saturday competitions for
the next couple weeks.
Oct. 12 the band will compete in Meadville, Oct. 19
a competition is held at Harbor Creek begining at 4:30
p.m. Last, but certainly not least, on Oct. 26 is the LMBA
Championships located at Erie Veterans Stadium. It begins
at 3:15 p.m. where the marching band will compete for
the first place open class title again.

Katy Gilchrist (left), a junior color guard member, spins a flag
during the Friday, Sept. 13 football game at Gus Anderson Field.
The McDowell Marching Band (right) walks onto the football
field during the Friday, Sept. 13 football game.
(Above, from left to right respectively) Junior Drum-line section
leader, Gabe Iadeluca, junior Heidi Holtgrefe and sophomore Kyle
Jankowki perform before the football game on Friday, Sept. 13.
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A New View from
Under McDowell's
Friday Night Lights
by Delaney Glunt

(Sira Frost/The Trojan Voice)

It’s the McDowell Mob’s main job.
The marching band adds the soundtrack.
The cheerleaders lose their voices in its honor.
All of these things combine on Friday nights for one
reason — to hype the McDowell Trojans football team
and its fans.
This year McDowell Football Boosters have added
one more piece to the hype machine.
You might have noticed more photographers than
usual on the sidelines this season. The tag team duo
of Jason O’Neill of Condor Creative and Rob Frank
of R. Frank Photography and their crews have been
capturing the team’s action since summer practices.
The goal is to create a documentary about the
McDowell football team.
It all started last year when O’Neill was hired to make
hype videos for other McDowell sports, and Frank was
the football team’s photographer. Frank and O’Neill
became friends instantaneously and began talking
about ways they could make their content better
and came up with the idea of a documentary. They
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decided to meet over the summer after the football
banquet and realized how much potential the team
and coaching staff had to make a compelling film.
”Everybody comes to a game on a Friday night.
They watch it and are there for three hours and then
go home and that’s it. They don’t realize how much
time, preparation, energy, excitement and dedication
goes into a season,” Frank said regarding why they
wanted to create a documentary about the team. The
crew calls it a “labor of love” and enjoys every second
of recording and capturing what the team is all about.
This documentary is not only special for the football
team, but also for O’Neill. His daughter, Alyssa O’Neill
graduated from McDowell in 2013 and was a part
of the cheerleading team from 2009 to 2013. Just a
couple months after her graduation, she was diagnosed
with epilepsy, a brain disorder that is characterized
by seizures. Alyssa was starting her freshman year
at Penn State Erie, The Behrend College when she
unexpectedly passed away on Sept. 4, 2013.
Following her death, O’Neill said he and his family

(Isabelle Southard/The Trojan Voice)

were invited to a McDowell football game, and when lot more in depth and focus on showing the ups and
they walked in, the view was unbelievable.
downs of the team, as well as the season.
“Everyone was dressed in purple with ‘#AJO’ signs
“We are not going to set a time on how long it will
and were chanting ‘A-J-O’ and it was special for me be. We don’t want to cut stuff out or add a bunch of
because my kids were there and they could see just stuff that’s unnecessary just to fill a certain time gap,”
how important Alyssa was to this school and how O’Neill said.
many friends she had,”O’Neill said. “We just want to
The production team has decided that the
preserve her memories, and McDowell helped us with documentary will be released after the senior banquet
that. So now it’s my turn to give back.”
in January, and “Dog Season” videos will continue to
The film crew releases “Dog Season” hype videos be released every Friday morning on Jason O’Neill’s
at 7:27 a.m. every Friday to honor Alyssa’s birthday, Youtube page. The team and fans watch them before
July 27.
the games to “get hyped” for a season that is successful
“There’s a lot of Alyssa in everything I do,” O’Neill so far this year.
said. According to her dad, Alyssa loved McDowell
and made the O’Neill family love McDowell, too.
O’Neill also has three other children in Millcreek
schools. Jayce, 10, attends Asbury Elementary
School; Ansley, 11, and Ava, 13, both attend
Walnut Creek Middle School.
“We’re all McDowell people and it’s all
we’ll ever be,” He said
O’Neill and Frank have gotten positive
reviews from the public about the project
ranging from emails, to text messages,
to in-person conversations, which drives
Jason’s goals when it comes to his job
“There are two types of cinematographers
or videographers out there. There’s one type
that makes their art for themselves and don’t
really like to share it with people. I’m not that
type of guy. When I make my films, I really make
them for people to enjoy,” O’Neill said. “I like to
watch their reactions. I like to see them make
people happy, and that’s providing them with
memories for a long time to come.”
McDowell Football Head Coach Brad
Orlando has also been pleased with the
results of the videos. “It looks like something
you would see in college,” Orlando said.
The production team is calling this year’s
project the “Dog Season” videos because that is
how the players see themselves.
“It’s just something (the
team) came up with and it’s
something in this era where
they refer to themselves as
dogs,” Orlando said. They
see themselves as, vicious
and mean, when they take
the field.
O’Neill and Frank want
- Jason O’Neill
the viewers to know that
the documentary will be a

“We’re all McDowell
people and it’s all
we’ll ever be.”
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McDowell’s ‘Night in

(Jenna Tupitza/The Trojan Voice)

by Emma McNeeley

McDowell lit up its homecoming weekend
Sept. 27 and 28 with a Millcreek parade, a
winning football team, and students dancing
the night away. Friday students were met with
a musical start to the day when the Jazz Band
performed in the MIHS commons for students
to enjoy. That afternoon, students and faculty
gathered at Gus Anderson Field for a pep rally.
It was filled with music from the Marching Band,
and games played by students and faculty, and
the stunning court was presented. That evening,
the parade took place with floats from the
Millcreek schools and clubs. The winners for best
floats were Asbury Elementary, Westlake Middle
School, and MIHS Student Council. At the
football game on friday night, it was announced
that seniors, Patrick Montgomery and Nina
Diplacido, won homecoming king and queen,
and the McDowell football team celebrated their
win against Hollidaysburg with a score of 49-14.
Finally, on Saturday night, all the students joined
their friends in dancing for a night in the city.
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(Anthony Baez/The Trojan Voice)

(Jenna Tupitza/The Trojan Voice)

(Above) McDowell’s Homecoming King and Queen,
Partick Montgomery and Nina Diplacido pose for a photo at
the homecoming.
(Left) McDowell’s AFJROTC prepares to march in the
parade on Sept. 27.
(Below) Teachers, Megan Kuhn and Rachel Morey, battle
each other in giant hamster balls on Gus Anderson Field at
the pep rally on Sept 27.

(Jenna Tupitza/The Trojan Voice)

(Jenna Tupitza/The Trojan Voice)

(Anthony Baez/The Trojan Voice)

the City’

Vincent Boni (left) plays the trombone in the homecoming
parade on Caughey St. on Sept. 27.
MIHS Student Council (bottom) with their winning float at
the homecoming parade.
The jazz band (below) performs at MIHS on the day of the
homecoming game to get the day started.
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by Kaylee Lewis

Open lunch was a right of passage for all high school
students, a well-earned break students looked forward
to their final year. Students look forward to their senior
year so they can grab a quick Big Mac with their friends.
However, this year the administration has decided to
change this policy, destroying open lunch and student
dreams of a little freedom with it.
Open lunch does more than just give students a
30-minute break from the stresses of school. It gives them
a chance to develop real life skills, from responsibility to
money management. When students graduate they will no
longer have their parents to take care of their every need.
They will need to know how to be responsible and take
care of themselves.
The administration believes open lunch
is a safety concern to students and that
students are not responsible enough to
handle it, but open lunch started as a way
to reward good students who have good
academic standing and attendance. By
taking away open lunch because of the
mere possibility of students misbehaving,
they are punishing the students who
do behave and follow the rules. Those
students deserve to be rewarded, not
punished because of the administration’s
distrust. Students coming in and leaving
the building can be monitored by signing
in and out at the front doors. The school
could even install metal detectors at
the doors to monitor what students are
bringing in and out to keep the school
safe at all hours of the day.
By leaving school for open lunch,
students are able to develop a sense of
responsibility that will help them in the
future. Students can learn how to manage The option for seniors to sign out of school for open lunch was elimated this
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school year due to safety concerns.

(J Strater/The Trojan Voice)

Open Lunch is
more than an
Open Pass

their money when buying their own food. Most students
have their parents pay for their lunches and some don’t
even know how much money is in their accounts at
anyone time. By spending their own money at different
places, they can learn how to keep track of how much they
are spending.
Being able to leave school and come back in a timely
manner teaches students time management. In the future
when students have jobs or college classes to attend, they
will need to know how to manage their time. By driving
around during lunch with a specific time to be back, they
can figure out how far certain places are and what roads
they need to take in order to get back in time.
Let’s all be honest, getting chicken bowl everyday is
not the healthiest option. Eating the same soggy school
salad everyday can get really boring. The school does
not provide very many healthy options, leaving students
with different dietary needs a very small selection. These
students could have more options available to them if they
were allowed to go to a restaurant or store of their choice.
We deserve the right to earn open lunch and the break
it gives us. All students shouldn’t be punished because a
few students might take advantage of the time. We cannot
let the school punish those students who have stayed on
their best behavior throughout high school, hoping to earn
this privilege their senior year. Those who actually follow
the rules and prove that they are good students, should be
trusted to leave the school for 30-minutes.

Trick or Treating Leads
Teens to Jail Time
by Jillian Preston
When leaves go from green to
red, the weather starts
to change and kids
start to pick out
their Halloween
costumes, you
know it’s fall.
Halloween, the
national day
of fright is a
hell unlike any other in our
Western culture. It sparks a lot
of debate not only in America,
but in Canada and all across
the world, especially about
when a child is too old to go
door-to door-begging for candy.
New Brunswick addressed the age limit by passing
a law that makes trick-or-treating over the age of 16 a
punishable offense with a $200 fine or time in a juvenile
hall. Not only are towns in Canada cracking down on
troublesome teens, but America has joined in on ruining
the fun.
In Chesapeake, Va., anyone over the age of 13 who is
caught trick-or-treating or doing a similar activity “shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor” and can be sent to jail for up
to six months and fined anywhere from $25 to $100.
Suddenly, it seems that celebrating Halloween is to a
teenager as a full moon is to werewolves! They become
savage beasts, taking one more piece of candy than
instructed by the handwritten note above the
candy bowl or terrorizing the smaller ghosts
and witches as they race to ring the doorbell
first.
Obviously, teenagers corrupt the
minds of the young and can’t be
trusted to be out at the same
time as children. Perhaps
there should be a height limit
to buy a mask at Wal-mart.
Now let’s get serious,
allowing children past the
age of 12 to trick-or-treat
simply should not be an
issue. There should not be an
age limit on trick-or-treating. It

might be taboo for a teenager to go out and trick-or-treat, but
sending those teens who simply want to embrace childhood
traditions to prison or even giving them a fine is very
extreme.
Regulations on the time candy is given out, and what
kinds of goods can be distributed to the young public is
understandable. However, when towns and cities go as far as
to set extreme regulations on age, that is an issue.
This law is assuming that most teens who go trick-ortreating are out to smash pumpkins and pull pranks, but
that’s just not true. Most teens hang out, watch scary movies
or go to parties instead of trick-or-treating, anyhow. A few
teens want to go out dressed as their favorite Youtubers or
paying homage to their favorite memes to earn some sweet
treats should be allowed.
It’s a holiday, it’s confusing why the local government is
trying to tell citizens how to celebrate it. Halloween is open
for the public to get involved how they wish. It should be
encouraged for teenagers to have responsible fun with their
friends in their own communities without cost.
The truth is society shouldn’t be pushing anyone into
adulthood and we certainly shouldn’t be punishing anyone
for not being there yet, especially as a teenager. We don’t fine
or throw people in jail past the age of 20 for still punching
their friend when a Volkswagen Beetle drives by, nor the
adults who choose to rent inflatable bouncy houses for their
birthday parties. The childhood tradition of walking around
neighborhoods incognito for a night is not any different.
As Halloween creeps around the corner I encourage
everyone to celebrate however they wish. Grab
that scary movie, dress up as Bob
Ross or a Taco Bell Sauce
packet and go out ask your
neighbors for some funsized candy. Indulge in
North America’s naive
ritual of going to
strangers and asking
them for some candy.
Just remember to say,
“Thank you” to your
neighbor and to Erie
county and Millcreek
Township for NOT
forbidding you from
having your Halloween
fun.
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Helpful or Harmful:
The Evil Queen, a second year
feature writer on the Trojan Voice
Staff, specializes in advice you
may not want to take. Known for
her witty, sarcastic and even evil
outlook on the world, she puts
diabolical thought into the concerns McDowell students submit to her.

Evil
Queen
Q:

I’m tired of my failing relationships
with men. Should I be a lesbian?

Q:

~Maleficent

				~Esmeralda

A:

While men are the most infuriating of our
species, as one who has experience with the
same sex I can tell you that women are no walk
in the park either. Replacing one gender with another
doesn’t fix anything, being a lesbian isn’t easier than
being straight. It’s different, but it’s not easier. Relationships and love will always be hard.
I suggest ridding yourself from the influences of
human beings completely. Humans are bound to disappoint you so instead I suggest surrounding yourself
with animal friends instead. All animals are a broken
gal’s best friend.
Find a farm and take up residence there. Roll around
in the mud with some pigs; they are actually very intelligent mammals. Learn to sleep standing up with
some horses; they are very loyal. Dance around with
some chickens; they can provide you with fresh eggs,
great for breakfast! Find the farm pup, and lather that
dog in love. The more you give the more you’ll receive
and they’ll love you even on your toughest days. Soon
enough you’ll find yourself running through the pastures with the rest of your farm friends. You won’t even
be able to remember the human that broke you heart
in the first place.
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Why am I so much prettier than
everyone else?

A:

Darling, I am the Evil Queen. Everyday I
ask the mirror on the wall who is the fairest
of them all, the answer is always me. Beauty
in your case, is not everything. Instead of putting yourself above others based on the looks, which you clearly
lack, stay humble. A nice humble genuine person, posses true beauty. As the queen I don’t need those things
becuase well, my face says it all. When you surpass my
beauty and intelligence, let me know.
XOXO,
The Evil Queen
(P.S. I wouldn’t eat any apples for awhile, if I were
you.)

If you are seeking advice, please email
trojanshelpfulorharmfuladvice@gmail.com

Advice for McDowell
Prince Charming is part of the
Trojan Voice Staff. If you are
lucky enough to have him answer your question, you will find
his advice to be thoughtful and
encouraging, as it is meant to
assist you in your predicament.

I cry myself to sleep every night
because of all the homework my
teachers give me. I don’t know
what to do because when I tell them they
don’t seem to understand. They seem to
brush me aside as if it’s something I am
doing wrong. Do you have any suggestions?
~Eeyore

Q:

A:

High school is a difficult time in everyone’s
life. No one has truly found the perfect stance
in the difficult balancing act of life. You have
to learn to take advantage of the opportunities that are
presented to you.
Do as much as you can in tutorial and in class and
take full advantage of your time in school and outside
of school. I’d recommend seeing if you could get a
block for a study hall for designated time just for school
work. McDowell has many ways to help struggling students and one of the greatest resources is your guidance counselor. Guidance can arrange for a peer tutor
in a subject you struggle in. Teachers can have trouble
understanding because they are used to teenagers trying to get out of doing their work. They are just doing
their job and giving homework is part of what they have
to do.
Making a designated spot in your house for just
school work, can help with productivity and staying focused. Only use the space when you are working on
homework. Too often, our ability to be creative or focused while working dissipates as we are bombarded
with constant interruptions, and this can cause stress
and unproductivity.
Keep your head up, stay positive and do things
to better your situation. Homework will only be your
downfall if you let it. So, be the boss that you are and
conquer your workload!

Prince
Charming
I don’t like the popular culture of
our generation. I don’t understand
it and I don’t want to. My friends
are all obsessed with old Vines and TikToks and quote them all the time. How
can I stay in the loop with my friends
without having to indulge in today’s fads.

Q:

~Sleeping Beauty

A:

Don’t feel like you have to be obsessed
with the recent trends to be a good friend. Today’s trends will come and go with the wind,
but something that sticks is true friendship. Don’t give
into the internet just because you feel like you have to.
Don’t try to be like every other teenager today, stay
true to who you are. Be unique and be interested in
a wide range of things, this will make you interesting
and fun to talk to no matter what.
Find common ground with your friends that isn’t a
Vine or Tik-Tok. Watch movies, shows, talk about your
favorite classes, or your relationship problems. Normal
healthy and fun friendships existed before the internet
and can still exist withoutcurrent fads. The world is a
big, beautiful place don’t feel limited by things that
exist only on the internet.
If your friends think you’re lame for not being interested in 60 second videos of people saying dumb
stuff, then it might be time to search for new friends.
Clearly, you are more mature than the low brow humor
of Vines and Tik-Toks. There are plenty of people in
our generation just like you. You just have to look in
the right places, and if you hear someone recite a Vine
it’s best to walk in the other direction.
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